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01 Introduction
THE POWER OF WHERE
In recent years, technology has been
the biggest game changer for the
marketing ecosystem. While location
and related demographic data was
always a crucial element of marketing
decision-making, it was limited to
static data about neighbourhoods,
population, and in some cases, median
salaries.
And then came iPhone’s transformative
GPS-integration in 2009. Around the
same time, Google Maps became
available on every Android device.
Consequently, the world saw the
staggering rise of location-based
functionality on social media platforms.
“Check ins” on Facebook became the
new social currency and consumers
started using connected devices to
navigate not just their social and
professional lives but also roads and
highways. Ride sharing services like
Uber, Grab, and Ola are built almost
entirely on Location Intelligence. And
they are not alone.
At the same time, consumers are
loving the convenience this brings to
their lives. They are getting used to
having services and products
marketed and delivered to them
exactly where they are.

!

!

"

From finding nearby
restaurants to hotels
and backpacker
hostels, a significant
number of today’s
businesses wield the
power of Location
Intelligence
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Despite so much personalization of
services already happening on the
basis of consumer location, we have
still just scratched the surface of all
that Location Intelligence can enable.

20
Billion

What this means is that in the future,
every element of consumers’ lives is
going to be heavily influenced by
Location Intelligence. Marketers are
already starting to see all the
opportunities this will open up.

devices will become
connected by

2020

Digital businesses and apps along with IoT will produce an
unprecedented amount of location-referenced data

LOCATION – MARKETING’S NEXT BIG MAGIC WAND
The technological developments in
Location Intelligence makes it clear
that marketers have a new and
unprecedented opportunity to
leverage the power of location in
their marketing decision making.
Where we go says a lot about who we
are and what products or services we
might need in the near- to mid-term
future. Location Intelligence is
powering – for the first time in the
history of marketing – this truly
effective, holistic and transparent
consumer insight.

That is why businesses and marketers
are seeing the power Location
Intelligence can wield on their tactical
decisions and larger ROI goals.
Business leaders are ready to align
their business decisions with
consumer location data. In this guide,
we will understand how savvy, futurefocused marketers can ride this wave
early on.
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Location Intelligence Platforms are the next tech
frontier (on the same scale as search or ecommerce) as mobile, wearable and Internet-ofthings (IOT) technology have been prototyped,
experimented with and deployed in real-world
scenarios. These platforms will help to answer the
following - What? When? Where? Who? - with
respect to events in the real world
/IAB, Global Advertising Body

63%

ofbusinesses
businesses perceive
perceive
of
Location
location Intelligence
intelligence as aa deep
deep
influence
on decisions.
their
influence
on their
decisions
/StudybybyDresden
DresdenAdvisory
AdvisoryServices
Services
/Study
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Location Intelligence will play a
pivotal role in shaping the future of
contextual business decisions and
consequently, contextual marketing.
Business leaders are ready to align
their business decisions with
consumer location data. In this guide,
we will understand how savvy, futurefocused marketers can ride this wave
early on.

This is exactly why
when Forrester asked
business decision
makers about their
plans to adopt
location technologies:

69%
said they are
already
considering
solutions to
improve their
location data
access

53%
have
implemented
solutions for
location
analytics.
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02 What is Location Intelligence?

Location Intelligence is the understanding of complex relationships between
people and places. Understanding the influence of location data on
audience personas and lifestyle needs drive better marketing decisions and
eventually, stronger business outcomes.

It provides geographical context to
business and consumer data.
This geographical context reveals
valuable insights about consumer
behaviour in the real world which
help marketers make informed
business decisions
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HOW IS THIS DATA COLLECTED?
Traditionally, consumer location data
has been passive. Marketers and
businesses have only had insight into
the footfall recorded on in-store
people counters. In recent years,
mobile devices have allowed telcos to
collect location data on a much larger
scale. Fast forward to today, location
data is collected via SDKs embedded
within mobile apps. These SDKs
transmit device locations via GPS, WiFi
or Beacons. This data collection
methodology comes in varying levels
of density and accuracy.

Savvy Location Intelligence platforms
such as Lifesight have adopted SDK
methodology because of its
comprehensive data points.
Harnessing the power of AI, this
process is further refined in order to
retrieve accurate signals.
We take data privacy very seriously.
Lifesight operates on the premise of
an opt-in, consent-based panel.
Consumers also have several ways to
opt out of being part of this panel.

GPS

CELL TOWER

WIFI
BEACON
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03 How Location Intelligence
transforms marketing
A traveller, an urban farmer, new
parents, and more – the latitude and
longitude of individuals and how they
traverse it over the course of a day or
week can help make conclusions about
their lives, lifestyles, and life stages.
Getting access to and deeply
understanding these insights gives
marketers a competitive edge. It helps
them build long-term customer
relationships, refine their messages
and creative, make informed decisions
about marketing channels, and
measure the effectiveness of their
brand campaigns.
By contextualizing customer and
business data with geographical
inputs, marketers are able to reveal
fresh insights that are now shaping the
future of marketing. Location
Intelligence is proving to be an
accountable and accurate tool that
enables truly data-driven and ROIfocused marketing strategies as well
as tactical decisions.

Marketers have
always been experts
in understanding and
delivering on the the
4Ps of Marketing Product, Price,
Promotion, Place.
Location Intelligence
is refining all
four of them
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PUTTING LOCATION TO WORK – THE ESSENTIAL USE CASES

3

Critical
Use Cases

There are three critical pivots that shape larger marketing
strategies:

!
!

WORK

HOME

Deep
Insights

Precision
Targeting

Holistic
Measurement

And these are exactly where Location Intelligence is making
the deepest impact in the current marketing ecosystem.
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DEEP INSIGHTS
Location-based insights are a goldmine
for new age marketers. They help
marketers understand specific places
of interest across cities and countries.
Location insights enrich places data
with more context like who works,
lives, plays, or shops in specific
locations. It reveals a 360-degree view
into consumer personas. At the same
time, location insights also reveal
brands, categories, opening hours,
products, pricing and more. These
people and places insights help brands
make crucial decisions about
marketing platforms and categories to
advertise in these specific locations.
Location insights also reveal visitation
trends that allow marketers to plan
their strategies and take action on
previously unknown opportunities.

Location insights
enrich places data
with more context
like who works, lives,
plays, or shops in
specific locations. It
reveals a 360-degree
view into consumer
personas
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PRECISION TARGETING
Location targeting is able to reach the
right customers in two ways –
Real-time proximity ads – In a bid to
transform contextual marketing,
location-based platforms like Lifesight
are helping marketers target
consumers in specific locations and
moments when they are likely to make
a purchase decision.
For example, a marathon enthusiast
who has been researching running
shoes online or in offline high street
stores could be at the mall to consider
his final purchase. Displaying relevant
offers in the precise moment when he
is in close proximity to your sports
gear outlet and is comparing prices
online has a much higher chance of
the purchase getting completed in
your outlet.

Historical Audience – Defining
location-based audience segments for
specific campaigns help brands target
groups that have relevant real-life
interests, affinities, and purchase
intents.
Lifesight’s Location Audience for
instance has 2200+ predefined
segments of visitors of areas, brands,
categories, and other points of
interest. It also allows brands to target
and re-target users based on their real
world behaviour and parameters such
as where they live and work, brand
loyalty, travel patterns, affluence
levels, profession types, and more. It
allows brands to further refine and
define their campaign audience by
configuring places, visit frequency and
recency, and movement patterns.

Lifesight’s Location Audience
for instance has 2200+
predefined segments of
visitors of areas, brands,
categories, and other points
of interest
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HOLISTIC MEASUREMENT
4 km

distance

3 km

2 km

1 km

WHERE DO THEY CAME FROM?
Johor
Bahru

store 1

store 2

store 3

WHAT TIME DO THEY VISIT?
25TH PCTL

Most visited day

Most visited time

Saturday

6-7 PM

50TH PCTL

store 4

store 5 distance
Median
from home

Median distance
from work

5-7 KM

1-2 KM

75TH PCTL

Location-based marketing attribution is the answer
to the tough questions facing new age marketers. It
allows brands to measure the impact of their ad
campaigns on real world outcomes such as store
visits or test drives
As marketing channels increase in
number and complexity, forwardlooking marketers are constantly
grappling to set up measurement
frameworks that help them make
optimal decisions as well as rationalize
their marketing spends. These
frameworks work best when they are
linked to desired real-life outcomes.
This is especially important in a
marketing ecosystem where more and
more ad dollars are getting redirected
to digital channels but none of the
current digital marketing metrics take
into account the impact on actual
dollar and cent revenue.

Location-based marketing attribution is
the answer to the tough questions
facing new age marketers. It allows
brands to measure the impact of their
ad campaigns on real world outcomes
such as store visits or test drives. In
the process, platforms like Lifesight
Attribution allow omni-channel
marketing campaigns to strive for and
measure results that make sense to
business. Marketers are using Lifesight
Attribution to measure web-to-visit and
cost per visit. They are also optimizing
their ad spends and platform selection
in real-time to ensure the highest
possible effectiveness for their omnichannel campaigns.
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ADDITIONAL USE CASES
It is proven that physical world data brings huge value to any brand, app or
enterprise with a data strategy and plays an integral part to improve customer
acquisition, engagement and retention.

CRM
AUGMENTATION

AUDIENCE
SEGMENTATION

Layer location audience data on top of your
CRM data to better understand the profile of
customers and visitation patterns.

Build highly accurate segments of your
customers and target personalized marketing
campaigns.

OUT-OF-HOME
MEDIA

MEDIA PLANNING &
MEASUREMENT

Improve your OOH media campaigns ad
placement with audience insights of billboard
and screen viewers.

Use location insights to plan digital campaigns
by knowing where and when to target your
customer base.

Advertising &
Marketing

Travel &
Hospitality

Media &
Publishing

Banking &
Fintech

Retail &
F&B

FMCG &
CPG

Governments &
Urban Planning

Ecommerce &
Services

Telcos &
ISPs

Transport &
Delivery

Market
Reasearch

Consumer
Apps
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04 How brands in Asia are
leveraging Location
Intelligence
Location intelligence at work

01
Location attribution
helped a major player
in the fast food industry
measure footfalls into
their restaurants as a
result of their
marketing touchpoints
across Malaysia.

02
Location attribution
helped this
international car
brand make informed
decisions about its ad
spend and marketing
channels in Southeast
Asian countries
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Case Study 01
Location attribution helped a
major player in the fast food
industry measure footfalls into
their restaurants as a result of
their marketing touchpoints across
Malaysia
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\01 PROBLEM
With increasing competition from
boutique cafes and a whole new food
truck culture in Malaysia, footfalls at
the outlets of a 20 year old leading
fast-food chain started to dwindle. As
one of the biggest advertisers in the
market, this also meant some sharp
questions on marketing ROI within the
organization. The brand had an
immediate two-fold requirement driving more footfalls to their outlets in
Malaysia and measuring the
effectiveness of their digital campaign
on actual store visit to make optimal
decisions about ad spend and platform
selection.

\03 RESULTS
Throughout the campaign, the brand
saw that across its various outlets
there were over 88,000 visits and over
19% increase in visit lift index.

The campaign
led to over

\02 WE PUT LOCATIONBASED ATTRIBUTION AND
INSIGHTS TO WORK
Using Lifesight Attribution, the brand
initiated ongoing location-based
optimisation in its next digital
campaign. The tool also helped the
brand measure actual footfalls at their
restaurants as a result of marketing
touchpoints. At the end of the
campaign, the brand was able to
accurately measure the ROI from each
touchpoint that was part of the
marketing mix. The insights about
channel performance also helped the
brand understand the unit cost for
each visit and optimize future
campaigns in a well-informed manner.

88,000
Footfalls

The cost per exposed
visits was

$ 0.19
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Case Study 02
Location attribution helped a
major automotive brand measure
footfalls and gauge conversions
from their various dealerships
across Malaysia
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\01 PROBLEM
A leading automotive brand wanted to
drive footfalls to their various
dealerships as well as measure their
campaign effectiveness for the new
model released this year based on
actual dealership visits. The brand
needed to know if their ad campaigns
were actually driving footfall to any of
their vast number of dealerships
across Malaysia.

\03 RESULTS
Throughout the campaign, the
automobile brand saw that across its
various dealerships there were over
900 visits and over 10% increase in
visit lift index.

As a result of the
campaign:

\02 WE PUT LOCATION-BASED
ATTRIBUTION TO WORK
We knew that dealership visits and
test drives were the most desirable
outcomes of the brand’s omnichannel
efforts. Using Lifesight Attribution, the
brand implemented fractional
attribution in a live campaign for the
first time. It had continuous visibility
into every single marketing touchpoint
- OOH, TV, landing page, mobile and
digital ads, review sites and more –
throughout the duration of the
campaign. They could visualize the
real life buying journey as it rolled out.
They could also visualize – almost in
real time - by what percentage each
touchpoint was influencing each buyer
to visit the showroom or perform a test
drive. Every time a platform worked
better than the rest, they directed
higher ad spends on it. Not only did
this lead to continuous, real-time
campaign optimization, it also helped
the brand measure real-world
outcomes and not just online clicks
and shares for its digital campaign.

915

Exposed Visits

+10.37%
Visit Lift Index
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05 What the future holds
MORE DATA, LESS SILOS
Today, the world produces a total of
2.5 quintillion of data everyday. We
foresee this ongoing data explosion to
get bigger and stronger in the next five
years. There are several factors at play
here. Today, 3.6 billion devices are
connected to the internet. In 2015, this
number was still just a few million.
Today, enterprises and brands too are
opening up their data to technology
providers. At the same time, wearables
to smart appliances, smart homes to
smart cities, transactional data,
blockchain and more will add to
wealth of consumer data in the world.
At the centre of this unprecedented
data explosion will be location. It will
no longer come from mobile alone but
from every single interaction between
consumers and their surroundings.
This will create a truly connected
ecosystem and will power the hyperpersonalization of everything.

At the centre of this
unprecedented data
explosion will be
location
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MARKETING WILL BE A
WHOLE DIFFERENT ANIMAL
All of this personalization and the
sheer availability of data as well as the
new-age discerning consumer will
ensure that marketing undergoes a
dramatic shift. Without individual,
personalized context linked to each
brand message and at every consumer
touch point, marketing will fail.
Insight-savvy, future-focused
marketers will ride this wave early on
to gain an edge over competitors and
will be able to cannibalize market
share. Location will be their
ammunition of choice.

!

SUBZONE

HOLLAND ROAD
TOTAL POPULATION

64.230
BASED ON AGE
< 14
14-20
20-30
30-40
40-65

Male

Female

Without individual,
personalized context
linked to each brand
message and at every
consumer touch
point, marketing
will fail
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ENTIRE BUSINESSES WILL BE BUILT ON LOCATION
Location is already wielding its power
on marketing. 66% of enterprises
already rank Location Intelligence as
either critical or very important to
ongoing revenue growth strategies.
With marketing, businesses are still
only scratching the surface of all that’s
possible with Location Intelligence. We
expect this technology to form the
basis for decision-making across all
business functions, including
manufacturing and product
development, retail expansion, sales
and more.

In the mid to long-term future, services
will be designed on the basis of
Location Intelligence. Homes, malls,
and office venues will be shaped by
location. Urban planning and city
infrastructure will have location at the
core.
Location Intelligence will shape the
future of everything. Our client
partners have joined this revolution
early.

4 km

distance

3 km

2 km

1 km

WHERE DO THEY CAME FROM?
Johor
Bahru

store 1

store 2

store 3

WHAT TIME DO THEY VISIT?
Most visited day

Saturday

25TH PCTL
Most visited time

6-7 PM

50TH PCTL

store 4

store 5 distance
Median
from home

Median distance
from work

5-7 KM

1-2 KM

75TH PCTL
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About
Lifesight is a Location Intelligence platform that helps
marketers understand and measure offline consumer behaviour
so they can make better business decisions and optimize ad
spend. We harness the power of location data to bolster the
complete marketing lifecycle of businesses in Asia, including
Insights, Ad Targeting, and Marketing Attribution. We also offer
our signature location data solution - Placesense - to DSPs,
publishers, ecommerce, telecom, banks and other large
corporations.
Lifesight is headquartered in Singapore with footprints across
the Asia Pacific region including offices in Malaysia, Indonesia,
and India.

learn more
http://lifesight.io

